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Abstract
We prove a generalization of Alex Heller’s existence theorem for recursion categories; this
generalization was suggested by work of Di Paola and Montagna on syntactic P-recursion cate-
gories arising from consistent extensions of Peano Arithmetic, and by the examples of recursion
categories of coalgebras. Let B=B〈X 〉 be a uniformly generated isotypical B#-subcategory of an
iteration category C, where X is an isotypical object of C. We give calculations for the existence
of a weak Turing morphism in the Turing completion Tur(B) of B when C is separated; i.e.,
when connected domains in C are jointly epimorphic. Our proof generalizes as follows. Let D
be a separated iteration category and let L :C → D be an iteration functor; i.e., a functor which
preserves domains, coproducts, zero morphisms and the iteration operator; it is crucial for the
generalization that an iteration functor need not preserve products. If L is faithful, then Tur(B)
is a recursion category.
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1. Introduction
We prove a generalization of Alex Heller’s existence theorem for recursion cate-
gories; this generalization was suggested by work of Di Paola and Montagna on syn-
tactic P-recursion categories arising from consistent extensions of Peano Arithmetic,
and by the examples of recursion categories of coalgebras [14,2,12].
The subject of recursion categories began with the deDnition of the dominical cat-
egories by Alex Heller in the early 1980s. The notions of the domain of a partial
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function and of a universal partial function can be deDned in a dominical category; a
universal Turing machine corresponds, in this setting, to a Turing morphism. Di Paola
and Heller further developed the theory of dominical categories as an element-free
categorical algebraization of classical computability theory, in which one has categori-
cal analogs of the s–m–n theorem, the Kleene recursion theorem, Rice’s theorem and
various analogs of creative and recursively inseparable sets [1].
In his thesis, Rosolini generalized the dominical categories to the P-categories, which
are categories with extra structure capturing the notion of a partial function [17];
P-categories have served as a setting for categorical developments of computability
theory and programming semantics [9,21,3]. Most recently, Stefani deDned the RDP-
categories, in which a domain operation on partial morphisms may be deDned axiomat-
ically without mentioning products; every P-category is an RDP-category [20]. We will
need near-products to deDne Turing morphisms and recursion categories, however.
The development of dominical categories (and later, P-categories) was intended
eventually to include algebraic forms of generalized GLodel incompleteness theorems;
such generalizations have not been realized to date. Montagna constructed two
P-categories (called syntactic P-categories) generated by Peano Arithmetic [14]. 1 In
concluding his study of these categories, Montagna remarks that he had “: : :not been
able to Dnd a reasonable category-theoretic version of the incompleteness theorems...”
and to that end suggested relating by categorical methods “...a recursion category, re-
Hecting true arithmetic (or, equivalently, recursive functions in the real world): : :” and
“: : :a P-recursion category, reHecting formal arithmetic (or, equivalently, recursive func-
tions considered with the eyes of PA)” [14]. A comparison of P-categories by means
of an iteration functor, deDned in the sequel, arises in the generalization of Heller’s
existence theorem; it is crucial for the generalization that an iteration functor need not
preserve products.
Heller adopted Rosolini’s deDnition of P-categories (in place of dominical categories)
in his existence theorem for recursion categories, and gave examples of recursion cat-
egories to illustrate the application of the existence theorem to “contexts very distant
from that of the natural or ordinal numbers and their subsets, the locus of the traditional
theory” [9]. Heller’s existence theorem applied to certain P-categories that are “locally
connected”; i.e., in which connected domains are jointly epimorphic; since local con-
nectedness in the categorical sense is strictly weaker than the topological sense, in the
sequel we will refer to separated categories where Heller, Di Paola and Montagna refer
to locally connected categories [9,2]. Subsequently, Di Paola and Montagna constructed
non-locally-connected recursion categories generated by consistent recursively enumer-
able extensions of Peano Arithmetic and raised the question of generalizing Heller’s
existence theorem to include their examples [2]. Our main result addresses this question
of Di Paola and Montagna.
This paper is organized as follows. In the section on preliminaries we review the
notions of P-, B-, B+-, B#-, iteration-, uniformly generated- and recursion categories
needed for the statement of Heller’s existence theorem; we also further develop the
calculus of connected domains of Heller [9]. In the section on the separated case, we
1 The term “syntactic P-category” is due to A. Heller.
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state the existence theorem and give a proof that generalizes to the relatively-separated
case. In the section on the relatively-separated case, we give the statement and proof of
the generalized existence theorem for recursion categories. The existence theorems are
applied to P-categories of coalgebras in Dnal section [12]. The syntactic P-categories
of Di Paola and Montagna will be treated in future work.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. P-categories
The deDnition of a P-category, due to Rosolini, generalizes the dominical categories
of Di Paola and Heller [17,1]. The category Pfn of sets and partial functions is the pro-
totypical P-category. We recall the relevant deDnitions from Heller with slight changes
in notation and with some additional remarks [9].
Let F;G :C→D be functors. An infranatural transformation 	 :F→G is a family
of morphisms 	X :FX →GX , called components, for each object X of C. The natural-
izer of 	, denoted by nat	, is the largest subcategory of C containing all the objects
of C such that 	 is a natural transformation F |nat	→G|nat	.
Let C be a category. The diagonal functor 
C :C→C×C is given on objects by
A → (A; A) and on morphisms by f → (f;f).
A P-category consists of a category C together with a functor :C×C→C, called
a near product, a natural transformation  : 1C→ ◦ 
C, and infranatural transforma-
tions pi :→ i, where i :C×C→C is the projection onto the ith factor for i=0; 1.
For morphisms f :X →Y , g :X →Z of C , we set 〈f; g〉=(f g)X :X →YZ .
These functors and transformations are subject to the following four conditions:
(i) For objects X in C the following diagrams commute:
where i=0; 1.
(ii) If P⊆C is the smallest subcategory closed under  containing all components
of pi; i=0; 1, then C×P⊆ natp0 and P×C⊆ natp1. This implies that projections
satisfy certain identities; e.g., as in the following naturality square diagram, where we
have used the property that the component p0Y; Z :YZ→Y is in P, and therefore
(1X ; p0Y; Z) is in natp0:
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Moreover, for any morphism 	 :X →Y and for any object Z of C, the pair (	; 1Z)∈
C×P, and so the following diagram commutes:
The essential point is that the corresponding diagram with p1 does not commute in a
P-category, unless 	 is total (to be deDned). 2
(iii) There is a natural isomorphism
ass : ((−−)−)→ (− (−−))
of functors C3→C whose component assX;Y; Z is given by
〈p0X;Yp0XY;Z ; 〈p1X;Yp0XY;Z ; p1XY;Z〉〉 : (X  Y ) Z → X  (Y  Z): (1)
(iv) Let tr× be the endofunctor on C2 given by (X; Y ) → (Y; X ). There is a natural
isomorphism
tr :→ ◦ tr× (2)
of functors C2→C2 whose component trX;Y is given by
〈p1X;Y ; p0X;Y 〉 :X  Y → Y  X:
The natural isomorphisms ass and tr must make  coherently associative and
commutative; i.e., the natural isomorphism tr must satisfy the condition trY:X ◦
trX;Y =1XY and the hexagonal coherence condition; the natural isomorphism ass
must satisfy the pentagonal coherence condition [13].
In Rosolini’s original deDnition, a P-category is a category C with a bifunctor 
and a natural transformation  as above, but instead of infranatural transformations
pi :→ i of functors C×C→C (for i=0; 1), Rosolini speciDes for each object
X of C natural transformations p0( ); X : ( )X → 1C and p1X; ( ) :X  ( )→ 1C such
that the following identities hold and such that conditions (iii) and (iv) above are
satisDed, along with the coherence requirement [18]:
p0X;X X = 1X = p1X;X X ; (p0X;Y  p1X;Y )XY = 1XY ;
p0X;Y (1X  p0Y;Z) = p0X;YZ ; p0X;Z(1X  p1Y;Z) = p0X;YZ ;
p1X;Z(p0X;Y  1Z) = p1XY;Z ; p1Y;Z(p1X;Y  1Z) = p1XY;Z :
2 This is also to reassure the reader that C×P⊆ nat p0 was intended, and not P×C⊆ nat p0.
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The preceding equations can be interpreted to mean that the projections of a P-category
are “as close to natural” as one might expect in a category of partially deDned mor-
phisms; one way of interpreting this is as follows.
Proposition 1. The projections pi of a P-category C are natural if and only if for
each pair ’i :Y →Xi (for i=0; 1) of morphisms in C, pi〈’0; ’1〉=’i.
2.2. Prodominical, B-, B+-, and B-categories
A system of zero morphisms is a collection of morphisms 0X;Y :X →Y for each
pair of objects X and Y of C such that for objects W; Z and morphisms f :W →X
and g :Y →Z of C, one has g0X;Yf=0W;Z . A system of zero morphisms is unique if
it exists.
A prodominical category C is a P-category that is pointed; i.e., C contains a system
of zero morphisms and, for any 	 :A→B, 	 0C;D =0AC;BD. In a P-category C,
the domain dom	 of a morphism 	 :X →Y is the composite p0X;Y ◦ 〈1X 	〉 :X →X .
For an object X of C, let dom(X ) denote the set of domains dom	 for morphisms
	 :X →Y . The set dom(X ) is a meet semilattice with meet deDned by composition;
the domain operator on morphisms satisDes algebraic properties that will be recalled
as needed [1,9,17]. If ; ∈ dom(X ), we write 6 if = ; we write ¡ if 6
and  = .
Let C be a P-category. A morphism 	 :X →Y of C is total if dom	=1X . The col-
lection of total morphisms of C constitute its subcategory CT of total morphisms. The
near-product and infranatural transformations of a P-category C become a product and
natural transformations, respectively, on its subcategory CT , which has the structure of
a B-category; for convenience we recall the deDnition [9]. A B-category is a category
C with a bifunctor × :C×C→C and natural transformations p0; p1; ; ass×; tr× satis-
fying the conditions (i), (iii) and (iv) for P-categories above, with × replacing . It
should be emphasized that the projections of a B-category are required to be natural and
not merely infranatural transformations; we write × for the product of a B-category
and  for the near product of a P-category. Dually, one may speak of a category
with a binary coproduct, together with natural transformations i0; i1;∇; assunionsq; trunionsq satis-
fying the duals of the conditions (i), (iii) and (iv) in which the injections i0; i1 replace
the projections p0; p1, the codiagonal ∇ replaces the diagonal , where assunionsq and
trunionsq replace ass× and tr×, respectively, and where unionsq replaces . A B-category with
a binary coproduct that has a natural isomorphism called dist inverse to the natural
transformation
(X × Y ) unionsq (X × Z)→ X × (Y unionsq Z)
is called a B+-category. A B+-category with a countable coproduct
⊔
N such that ×
distributes over
⊔
N is called a B-category.
By analogy with the B+ and B categories, one deDnes the P+ and P categories,
which are P categories with a binary (countable, respectively) coproduct in which the
coproduct injections ij and the codiagonals ∇X are required to be natural, and in which
the near product distributes over the (binary or countable, respectively) coproduct.
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2.3. B#-categories
If C is a B- or P-category and if X is an object of C, one may construct the
free semigroup X # =
⊔
N X
n+1. The free semigroup has an associative multiplication
m :X #×X #→X # given by the composite(⊔
N
X n+1
)
×
(⊔
N
X n+1
)
→
⊔
N×N
X n+1 × Xm+1 →
⊔
N
X k+1;
where the left map is obtained from two applications of the natural transformation
dist, and where the right map is, to within a natural isomorphism, the coproduct of the
codiagonal maps
∇k :
⊔
n+m+1=k
X n+1 × Xm+1 → Xm+n+2
for k¿1.
We recall the deDnition of a B#-category; such categories possesses a binary product
and a monad #, called the formally free semigroup, which generalizes the free semi-
group. The monad #, which has enough of the structure of the free semigroup to deDne
a categorical algebra for assembling and disassembling Dnite sequences of morphisms,
arises in at least three places in the theory: in Heller’s proof of the iteration lemma,
in the deDnition of uniformly generated categories and in the construction of a weak
Turing morphism [9]. Since the existence theorems produce Turing morphisms in cer-
tain isotypical categories, i.e., categories in which any two objects are isomorphic, the
free monoid construction cannot be used [13, p. 172].
A B#-category is a B+-category equipped with seven natural transformations
m :X # × X # → X #
j :X → X #
e :X ## → X #
l :X # → X unionsq (X × X #)
r :X # → (X # × X ) unionsq X
par :X × Y # → (X × Y )#
wd : (X unionsq Y )# → X # unionsq Y # unionsq (X # × Y #)# unionsq (Y # × X #)#
unionsq(Y # × (X # × Y #)#) unionsq (X # × (Y # × X #)#)
subject to the following conditions:
(i) m is associative, hence X # is a semigroup and, if f is a morphism, then f# is a
semigroup homomorphism.
(ii) # is a monad with unit j and multiplication e, and each component of e is a
semigroup homomorphism.
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(iii) l and r are respectively the inverses of
[j; j · X #] :X unionsq (X × X #)→ X #;
[X # · j; j] : (X # × X ) unionsq X → X #:
(iv) The following diagram commutes:
(v) wd is inverse to the morphism
[i#0 ; i
#
1 ; e(i
#
0 · i#1)#; e(i#1 · i#0)#; i#1 · e(i#0 · i#1)#; i#0 · e(i#1 · i#0)#]:
Every B-category is a B#-category [9, Proposition 2.1]; our examples in the sequel
will involve B-categories only.
A functor between B#-categories is called a B#-functor if it preserves the functors
×;unionsq, and # and the 14 natural transformations
;p0; p1;∇; i0; i1; dist; m; j; e; l; r; par;wd
deDned above. A B#-functor F preserves the natural transformations ass× and tr× as
well, which form part of the structure of a B# category as derived transformations,
which involve only compositions of the projections p0; p1 and the diagonal , subject
to equations asserting coherence conditions (for details, see [9]).
Let C be a B#-category, and let S be a set of morphisms of C. The B#-subcategory
generated by S is the smallest B#-category of C containing S; this subcategory is
denoted by B#(S). If C is a small B#-category, then the set C0 of objects of C is
an algebra with signature (×;unionsq; #); such an algebra is called an encoding algebra. In
the sequel, encoding algebras will be obtained from certain objects of a B#-category
called isotypical objects, to be deDned. In particular, such an algebra will generate a
B#-category, in the following sense [9, Proposition 2.2].
Proposition 2. If C is a small B#-category, D0 is an encoding algebra and F0 :D0→
C0 is a homomorphism, then there exists, uniquely to within canonical isomorphism,
a B#-category D with object algebra D0, supplied with a full and faithful B#-functor
F :D→C extending F0.
Proof. Following the procedure in [9] for obtaining the smallest B# category contain-
ing a given set of morphisms, we think of the elements of D0 as the objects of an
as yet unspeciDed B#-category D, and construct the set D1 of morphisms accordingly.
For each A∈D0, we adjoin an identity morphism 1A to D1, subject to the functori-
ality relations 1A×B =1A× 1B, and so on. Next, adjoin the values of the 14 natural
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transformations above with arguments in D0 to D1, subject to the relations (i)–(v)
above and subject to the relations that hold in a B+-category. Finally, we close the set
of morphisms that results under ×;unionsq; # and composition. This produces the category
D. The homomorphism F0 is extended to D1 in the only way possible, following the
three step construction of D1. Identities in D1 must be preserved by F . The image
in C under F of a component of one of the 14 natural transformations is completely
determined by functoriality and by deDnition of F0. For example, the value of F on
∇A :AunionsqA→A is ∇FA :FAunionsqFA→FA. Finally, we require that F commute with ×;unionsq; #
and composition; for example, F(∇X × 1Y # ) =F∇X × 1F(Y #) =∇FX × 1(FY )# .
Let C be a B#-category. An object X of C generates by Proposition 2 a B#-category
denoted by C〈X 〉, whose object algebra is free on the generator X , together with a
B#-functor F :C〈X 〉→B#(1X ). In case the encoding algebra generated by X , namely
B#(1X )0, is free, then F gives an identiDcation of C〈X 〉 with the full subcategory
B#(1X ) of C and, following Heller, we use the notation
C = C〈X 〉 (3)
to say that C0 is freely generated by X as an encoding algebra.
2.4. Uniformly generated categories
We review the notions of uniform list, isotypes, frames and uniform generation,
needed for the statement of Heller’s existence theorem and its generalization.
2.4.1. Uniform lists
If C is a P-category and t :W ×X →X is a morphism in C, then an index of
f :X →X relative to the catalogue t is a total morphism g :X →W such that the
following diagram commutes:
(4)
If B is a subcategory of the P-category C, the uniform list catalogued by t with
indices in B is the set L(B; t) of morphisms f∈C(X; X ) for which there exists a total
g∈B(X;W ) such that diagram (4) commutes.
In Heller’s original deDnition, the categories C and B were assumed to be B-
categories; our deDnition is slightly more general.
Lemma 3. If C is a P+-category and B is a P+-subcategory of C, then
(i) L(B; fp1)= {f};
(ii) If t :W ×X →X and t :W ′×X →X are in C, then
L(B; t) ∪L(B; t′) ⊆L(B; [t; t′]dist′):
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Proof. For (i), note that if h :X →X is in L(B; fp1), there exists a total morphism
g :X →X in B such that the square in the following diagram commutes; the triangle
commutes by deDnition of a P-category:
Since dom g=1X , f=f(p1(g× 1)X )= hp1X = h; taking h=f, it follows that f∈
L(B; fp1)⊆{f}. The proof of (ii) is as in Heller [9].
Similarly, we have the following useful proposition.
Proposition 4. If C is a P-category, and if t :W ×X →X is in the P-subcategory B
of C, then L(B; t)⊆B.
Proof. If f∈L(B; t), then there exists a total g :X →W in B such that the following
diagram commutes.
Since fp1 = t(g× 1X )∈B, it follows that f=fp1X ∈B.
2.4.2. Isotypical objects, isotypes and frames
The following is a paraphrase of [9]. A category C is isotypical if any two of its
objects are isomorphic. For example, if M is an inDnite cardinal number, then the
full subcategory SetM of Set containing the sets of cardinality M can be given the
structure of a B-category, hence of an isotypical B#-category.
Let C be a B# category. An object X of C is isotypical if it is isomorphic to
each of X ×X , X unionsqX , and X #. Such objects are used in the construction of recursion
categories in the sequel. If X is an isotypical object of a B#-category C, then C〈X 〉
(cf. Eq. (3)) is an isotypical B#-category.
If C is a B#-category and B=B〈X 〉 is an isotypical B#-subcategory, then B contains
a frame b at X , namely a collection of isomorphisms b× :X →X ×X , bunionsq :X →X unionsqX ,
b# :X →X #, along with their inverses.
The category Set is a B#-category, and the set of natural numbers N= {0; 1; 2; : : :}
is an isotypical object of Set. Frames at N can be obtained in many ways; e.g.,
from pairing functions, odd-even partition functions, and sequence encoding
functions.
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2.4.3. Uniform generation
The isotypical B#-subcategory B is called a uniformly generated B#-subcategory of
C〈X 〉 provided for some t :W ×X →X in B and for some frame b at X ,
B = B#(b ∪L(B; t)) (5)
(cf. Proposition 2 and preceding remarks, and Section 2.4.2). It follows from Proposi-
tion 6 below that for any frame b and for any catalogue t such that (5) holds, there
exists a maximal uniformly generated category B satisfying (5).
Uniformly generated categories are independent of the choice of frame in the fol-
lowing sense.
Proposition 5. Let C be a B#-category and let B=B〈X 〉⊆C be an isotypical B#-
subcategory with frame b at X . If for some t :W ×X →X in B and for some frame b
at X , condition (5) holds, then for any frame b′ at X in B, there exists t′ :W ×X →X
in B such that B=B#(b′ ∪L(B; t′)).
Proof. Since b−1× b
′
×p1 :X ×X →X ∈B, it follows from Lemma 3, number (i) by
Proposition 4 that {b−1× b′×}=L(B; b−1× b′×p1)⊆B. Also, [t; b−1× b′×p1]dist′ is in B, so
by Lemma 3, number (ii) and by Proposition 4 we have
L(B; t) ∪ {b−1× b′×} ⊆L(B; [t; b−1× b′×p1]dist′) ⊆ B:
Repeating this argument, it follows that there exists t′ :W ′×X →X in B such that
L(B; t) ∪ {b′−1× b×; b′−1× b×; b−1unionsq b′unionsq; b′−1unionsq bunionsq; b−1# b′#; b′−1# b#} ⊆L(B; t′) ⊆ B;
and therefore that
B = B#(b ∪L(B; t)) ⊆ B#(b ∪L(B; t′)) = B#(b′ ∪L(B; t′)) ⊆ B:
Since B is isotypical, t′ can be taken of the form W ×X →X .
Uniformly generated isotypical categories have the following properties [9, Proposi-
tion 4.3].
Proposition 6. Let C be a B#-category and X an isotypical object of C.
(i) Any 9nitely generated isotypical B#-subcategory B=B〈X 〉 ⊂ C〈X 〉 is uniformly
generated.
(ii) The uniformly generated categories B=B〈X 〉 ⊂ C〈X 〉 are directed by inclusion.
(iii) If b is a frame at X , t :W ×X →X and {B} is a family of categories satisfying
(5), then B=B#(
⋃
 B) also satisDes (5).
(iv) For any t :W ×X →X in C〈X 〉 there is a uniformly generated B⊆C containing
both t and L(B:t).
The following Lemma plays a crucial role in the construction of recursion categories;
we refer the reader to Heller for the proof; here we reprove a result on which it depends,
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Lemma 8 below, correcting some typographical errors appearing in the original [9,
Lemma 3.3].
Lemma 7. If C is a B#-category, then the isotypical category B=B〈X 〉⊆C〈X 〉 is
uniformly generated if and only if for some s :X ×X →X , B(X; X ) is generated, as
a semigroup, by L(B; s).
Introducing Lemma 8 involves the reduction of a monogenic isotypical B#-category
C=C〈X 〉 to B#-category with a single object, and from there to a B#-algebra. For
convenience, we recall the reduction [9].
Given a monogenic isotypical B#-category C=C〈X 〉, Dx a frame b at X in C. The
subcategory D of C generated by the frame b and closed under ×, + and # is a
connected (indiscrete) groupoid; for any object Y of D, there is a unique isomorphism
bY :X →Y ; as an example, for Y =X # unionsq ((X ×X )unionsqX ), bY is the composite
X bunionsq→X unionsq X b#unionsq((b×unionsq1X )bunionsq)−−−−−−−−→X # unionsq ((X × X ) unionsq X ):
Given a monogenic isotypical B#-category C=C〈X 〉 and a frame b at X , the monoid
C(X; X ) has a unique structure as a B#-category such that the functor R :C→C(X; X )
deDned by
(f :Y → Z) → b−1Z fbY
is a B#-functor [9, Proposition 3.1]. As an example, the fact that R(f× g)=R(f)×
R(g) for any choice of f :Y →Z; g :U →V in C forces the product of 	;  :X →X
in C(X; X ) to be deDned by b−1× (	×  )b×.
Let 0 be any one of the 14 natural transformations
;p0; p1;∇; i0; i1; dist; m; j; e; l; r; par;wd
of C. Since 0 is natural, the components 0Y ; 0Z of 0 satisfy R(0Y )=R(0Z).
As an example, we have the following commutative diagram, in which the outer
squares commute by deDnition of R, and in which the inner square commutes by
naturality:
This implies that the B#-category C(X; X ) could be given the structure of an algebra
Cb (depending on the choice of frame b at X ) with Dfteen constants X (the unit),
, p0, p1, ∇, i0, i1, dist, m, j, e, l, r, par and wd, one unary operation #, and
three binary operations ◦;× and unionsq, which satisfy a Dnite set of equations, such as
X # =X ×X =X unionsqX =X .
The generation of B#-categories reduces to the generation of B#-algebras. If C=
C〈X 〉 is a monogenic isotypical B#-category and if W⊆C(X; X ), then W generates
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Cb as a B#-algebra for some (any) frame b at X , if and only b∪W generates C as a
B#-category, for some (any) frame b at X [9, Proposition 3.2].
Let C be a B#-algebra and letW be a subset of C. We let algW (monW) denote the
B#-algebra (monoid) generated by W. Let N be the set consisting of the Dfteen 0-ary
operations of C, as well as the derived 0-ary operations ass×, ass−1× , tr×, assunionsq, ass
−1
unionsq ,
trunionsq, dist−1, l−1, Drst = [Xp0]l, dist′=(tr× unionsq tr×)dist tr×; dist′−1, l2 = (X unionsq (X × l))l,
and l−12 .
The statement and proof of [9, Lemma 3.3] follows.
Lemma 8. Let W be a set of morphisms of C, and let
W† = N ∪ {(X unionsq f)#|f∈W ∪N};
then algW=monW†.
Proof. The inclusion monW†⊆ algW is immediate. Let M =monW†
(1) If f0×f1 ∈M , then fj =pj(f0×f1)∈M for j=0; 1. Dually, if f0 unionsqf1 ∈M ,
then fj =∇(f0 unionsqf1)ij ∈M for j=0; 1 and also f1 unionsqf0 = trunionsq(f0 unionsqf1)trunionsq ∈M . If
f# ∈M then f=Drstf#j∈M . It follows that W∪N⊆M .
(2) It follows from (1) that
ass×; assunionsq; ass× unionsqX; assunionsq unionsqX; X unionsq ass×; X unionsq assunionsq (6)
and their inverses are in M . Let f0; : : : ; fn be a Dnite sequence of elements of C.
Conjugating any association of any permutation of f0 unionsq · · · unionsq fn by composites of
morphisms in the list 6 and by trunionsq, it follows that if an association of any permutation
of f0 unionsq · · · unionsq fn is in M , then so are all the others. It follows from (1) that for any
subset I ⊆{0; : : : ; n} of the indices, the coproduct ⊔k∈I fk is also in M .
(3) If (funionsq g)# ∈M then, conjugating by wd,
f# unionsq g# unionsq (f# × g#)# unionsq (g# × f#)# unionsq (g# × (f# × g#)#) unionsq (f# × (g# × f#)#)
is in M . It follows from (2) that the summands are in M .
(4) By (2) and (3) it follows that ass#unionsq and its inverse are in M . Therefore, if
(X unionsqf)# ∈M , then since X unionsqX =X , (X unionsq (X unionsqf))# ∈M . Since (DrstunionsqX )#; (junionsqX )# ∈
W†, by 1), DrstunionsqX; junionsqX ∈M . 3 By (3), X # unionsq (X unionsqf)# ∈M , so that X unionsq (X unionsqf)# =
(DrstunionsqX )(X # unionsq (X unionsqf)#)(junionsqX )∈M . Therefore, for any f∈W†, X unionsqf∈M ; for if
f∈N, then X unionsqf∈W†, and if f=(X unionsq g)# for some g∈W∪N, then X unionsqf=X unionsq
(X unionsq g)# ∈M .
(5) If g∈M , then X unionsq g∈M , since g= g1 ◦ · · · ◦ gk with gj ∈W†, so that by (4)
X unionsq gj ∈M and hence X unionsq g=(X unionsq g1)◦ · · · ◦ (X unionsq gk)∈M . Consequently, if f; g ∈ M ,
then X unionsqfunionsqX; X unionsqX unionsq g∈M , so that the composition X unionsqfunionsq g is also in M . By (1),
it follows that M is closed under unionsq .
3 In an isotypical monogenic B#-category B=B〈X 〉 with frame b, the relation b−1unionsq (1X unionsq 1X )bunionsq =1X
implies that the unit X of a B#-algebra satisDes X unionsqX =X . Similarly, the unit X satisDes X × X =X and
X # =X .
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(6) Conjugating an element of the form (X unionsqf)# ∈M with l2, we have
X unionsq f unionsq (X unionsq f)× (X unionsq f unionsq (X unionsq f)× (X unionsq f)#) ∈ M:
Conjugating this with X unionsq dist, we have
X unionsq f unionsq (X unionsq f)× (X unionsq f) unionsq (X unionsq f)× (X unionsq f unionsq (X unionsq f)× (X unionsq f)#) ∈ M;
so that by (1) and (2), and conjugation with dist and dist′, it follows that X ×f and
X × (X unionsqf)# are in M .
As in (4), if f∈W† then X ×f∈M ; for if f∈N, then (X unionsqf)# ∈W† and hence
X ×f∈M ; otherwise if f=(X unionsq g)# for some g∈W∪N, then X unionsqf=X × (X unionsq
g)# ∈M .
As in (5), if g∈M , then X × g∈M , since g= g1 ◦ · · · ◦ gk with gj ∈W†, so by
previous remarks, X × gj ∈M and hence X × g=(X × g1) ◦ · · · ◦ (X × gk)∈M . Con-
sequently, if f; g ∈ M , then X ×f×X; X ×X × g∈M , so the composition X ×f× g
is also in M . By (1), it follows that M is closed under ×.
(7) If (X unionsqf)# is in M , then so is (X unionsqf)##. By (3), (X #×f#)# ∈M . Moreover,
f# =p1(X ×f#), so that f## =p#1(X ×f#)## =p#1(X #×f#)##, since X =X #.
Since p1 and  are in N, (X unionsqp1)# and (X unionsq)# are in W†. By (2) and (3), p#1 and
# are in M . Therefore (X unionsqf)# ∈M implies f## ∈M . Also, (X unionsqf)# ∈M implies
(X unionsq (X unionsqf))# ∈M , so by (3), (X #× (X unionsqf)#)# ∈M , and by the preceding argument
it follows that (X unionsqf)## ∈M .
As in (4), if f∈W† then f# ∈monW†; for if f∈N, then (X unionsqf)# ∈W† and
hence by (3), f# ∈monW†; otherwise if f=(X unionsq g)# for some g∈W∪N, then
f# = (X unionsq g)## ∈M .
As in (5), if g∈M , then g# ∈M , since g= g1◦· · ·◦gk with gj ∈W†, and by previous
remarks, g#j ∈M , so that g# = g#1 ◦ · · · ◦ g#k ∈M .
(8) By construction, M =monW† contains the set of 0-ary operations N, so it is a
subalgebra containing W.
2.5. Ranges
If 3 ∈ Dom Y , we write 	≺ 3 if and only if 3	=	; we say that 3 receives 	. If
3 receives 	, and in addition, 3 satisDes for all appropriate  ;  ′,  	=  ′	 implies
 3=  ′3; then 3 is the least domain in Dom Y receiving 	, since if 
∈ dom Y satisDes

	=	, then 
	= 3	, which implies that 
3= 33= 3 and therefore 36
. In this case
we say that 	 has range 3 and we write ran	= 3.
The receives relation ≺, which holds between a morphism and a domain, is to be
distinguished from the partial order 6 on domains, where they coincide. We record
the following seemingly innocuous but necessary fact.
Proposition 9. If 	 :X →Y is a morphism and ; 4 are domains in Y such that 	≺ 
and 64, then 	≺ 4.
Proof. We have 	= 	=(4)	= 4(	)= 4	, so that 	≺ 4.
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If each morphism of the P-category C has a range, we say that C has ranges. In this
case, for a morphism 	 :X →Y we deDne 	∗ : dom(X )→ dom(Y ) by 	∗= ran(	)
for ∈ dom(X ). Also, in any P-category we deDne, for any morphism 	 :X →Y , a map
	∗ : dom(Y )→ dom(X ), given by 	∗=dom(	) for ∈ dom(Y ). For total 	 :X →Y
we have that 	∗ is left adjoint to 	∗.
Proposition 10. If 	 :X →Y is total, then for each ∈ dom(X ) and for each ∈
dom(Y ), 	∗6 if and only if 6	∗.
If every morphism of the P-category C has a range, and if for morphisms 	;  
of C, ran(	×  )= ran	× ran  , then one says that C is an rP-category; such a
category has a calculus of ranges. In a B+-category, if f and g are morphisms with
the same codomain Y , then we deDne [f; g] =∇Y (funionsq g). In an rP+- (rP-) category,
the meet semilattice dom(X ) becomes a distributive lattice if one deDnes the join by
3∨ 
= ran[3; 
] for 3; 
∈ dom(X ); in that case the maps 	∗ preserve ∨ and ∧ and the
maps 	∗ preserve ∨ [1,9].
2.6. Iteration categories
Let C be a P-category, and let X be an object of C, and let 3n ∈ dom(X ) be a
countable family of domains. A domain 
 is a union of {3n} if for each n, 3n6
 and
if, for any 	 and 	′, 	3n =	′3n implies 	
=	′
. This determines 
 uniquely, for if 
′
is any other union of {3n}, then 
3n = 3n = 
′3n, so 
= 

= 
′
 and also 
′= 
′
′= 

′.
Since composition of domains is commutative, 
= 
′. In this case. we set 
=
∨
3n. If
for any domain 
 of C,


∨
3n =
∨
(
 3n);
the union is called stable [9]. In a P-category with ranges, every countable family of
domains {3n} has the stable union ran(∇N3n), where ∇ is the countable codiagonal.
In a P-category, a section of a morphism 	 :X →Y is a morphism 5 :Y →X such
that 	5=dom 5 and 	5	=	. A morphism 	 is a partial monomorphism if 	6=	6′
implies (dom	)6=(dom	)6′. A P-category satisDes the weak axiom of choice if each
partial monomorphism has a section.
Our statement of the following so-called iteration lemma diQers from Heller’s; in a
P-category of coalgebras for a Set endofunctor, it is possible to prove the following
lemma without using the formally free semigroup functor or the weak axiom of choice;
accordingly, we will adopt a weaker deDnition of an iteration category. Heller deDned
an iteration category to be a prodominical P+-category with ranges that satisDes the
weak axiom of choice, such that the B+-category structure of CT has been extended to
a B#-category so that for each object X , the formally free semigroup X # is the stable
union of {ran jn}. For our purposes, the following deDnition is suRcient. An iteration
category is a prodominical category with coproducts and ranges in which the product
distributes over the coproduct, such that for each object X , dom(X ) is a distribu-
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tive lattice with countable unions, and in which the following iteration lemma holds
[9, Iteration Lemma].
Lemma 11. Let C be an iteration category. Suppose that f :X →X is a total mor-
phism (i.e., is in CT ), 3∈ dom X and f ◦ 3= 3. Then there exists a unique morphism
It(f; 3) :X →X in C with domain ∨n(fn)∗3 such that for each n¿0,
It(f; 3) ◦ ((fn)∗3) = fn ◦ ((fn)∗3): (7)
Moreover, It(f; 3)4 3 and, for appropriate f′ and 3′,
It(f × f′; 3× 3′) = It(f; 3) It(f′; 3′);
It(f unionsq f′; 3 unionsq 3′) = It(f; 3) unionsq It(f′; 3):
If C is an iteration category, by the iteration lemma, countable unions of domains
in C are stable.
2.7. Turing developments
In the general case, we let C be an iteration category; the following nomenclature
is due to Heller [9]. A Turing datum in C is a diagram
X u→W v→W unionsq Y
in CT (i.e., u and v are total). The map [v; i1] :W unionsqY →W unionsqY is total and satisDes
[v; i1](∅unionsqY )= ∅unionsqY , so by the Lemma 11 there is a map
It([v; i1]; ∅ unionsq Y ) :W unionsq Y → W unionsq Y:
The Turing development Tur(X u→W v→W unionsqY ) :X →Y of the given Turing datum is
the composite
X
i0u→W unionsq Y It([v;i1];∅unionsqY )−−−−−−→W unionsq Y [0W;Y ;1Y ]−−−−−→Y:
We sometimes denote such a Turing development by Tur(u; v).
If A is a B+-subcategory of CT , then the class of all Turing developments of Turing
data in A is denoted by Tur(A). The class Tur(A) is a directed graph containing A
with the same objects as A and closed under  and unionsq [9, Lemma 8.1]. If the iteration
category C is separated, to be deDned, then the directed graph Tur(A) is a category,
called the Turing completion of A [9, Lemma 8.2]; we give the statement and proof to
motivate its generalization to the relative case; the proof is given after the subsection
on connected domains. A more general criterion for Tur(A) to be a category is given
in the sequel.
Lemma 12. If C is a separated iteration category, and
X u→W v→W unionsq Y and Y s→V t→V unionsq Z
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are Turing data, then
Tur(Y s→V t→V unionsq Z)Tur(X u→W v→W unionsq Y )
=Tur(X
iW u−−−−−→W unionsq V r→W unionsq V unionsq Z);
where W unionsqV r→W unionsqV unionsqZ is the composition
W unionsq V vunionsq1V−−−−−→W unionsq Y unionsq V 1Wunionsq[iV s;t]−−−−−→W unionsq V unionsq Z:
2.8. A calculus of connected domains
A domain  is connected if = ∨ 4 for domains ; 4 with ∧ 4=0, then either
=0 or 4=0. The iteration category C is separated if for morphisms f; g of C, f= g
whenever f= g for each connected domain . The category Pfn of sets and partial
functions is a separated iteration category. We make some notational abbreviations
in the following. If Y =V unionsqW , there are domains 1V unionsq 0W;W ; 0V;V unionsq 1W ∈ dom(Y ) and
we have 1Y =(1V unionsq 0W;W )∨ (0V;V unionsq 1W ). We write V for 1V and V unionsqW for (V unionsq 0)∨
(0unionsqW ).
Proposition 13. (i) If f :X →Y is total and ∈ dom(X ) is connected, then f∗ is
connected.
(ii) If f :X →Y is total, ∈ dom(X ) is connected and V unionsq 0; 0unionsqW are domains
in dom(Y ) such that f∗6V unionsqW , then f∗6V unionsq 0 or f∗60unionsqW .
(iii) If f :X →Y is total, ∈ dom(X ) is connected and V unionsq 0; 0unionsqW are domains
in dom(Y ) such that f≺V unionsqW , then f≺V unionsq 0 or f≺ 0unionsqW .
Proof. For (ii), note that f∗=f∗∧ (V unionsqW )=f∗∧ ((V unionsq 0)∨ (0unionsqW ))= (f∗∧
(V unionsq 0))∨ (f∗∧ (0unionsqW )); the conclusion follows from (i).
For (iii), note that f∗ is a range, so that f≺f∗; i.e., (f∗)f=f. The result
follows immediately from (ii) and Proposition 9.
Proposition 14. Let C be an iteration category, let f :X unionsqY →X unionsqY be a total
morphism such that f(0unionsqY )= 0unionsqY . If 6dom(It(f; 0unionsqY )) and for all n¿1;
fn∗ 6X unionsq 0, then =0.
Proof. By hypothesis (since f∗ is left adjoint to f∗), for each n¿1, 6(fn)∗(X unionsq 0),
and so ∧ (fn)∗(0unionsqY )6(fn)∗(X unionsq 0)∧ (fn)∗(∅unionsqY )= (fn)∗(X unionsq 0∧ 0unionsqY )=
(fn)∗(0)= 0, since f is total. It follows from the iteration lemma that
 =  ∧
∨
n
(fn)∗(0 unionsq Y ) =
∨
n
 ∧ (fn)∗(0 unionsq Y )6
∨
n
0:
Proposition 15. Let C be an iteration category, let f :X unionsqY →X unionsqY be a total mor-
phism such that f(0unionsqY )= 0unionsqY , and suppose that ∈ dom(X unionsq 0) is connected and
nonempty. If 6dom(It(f; 0unionsqY )), then each of the following logically equivalent
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statements hold:
(i) there exists n¿1 such that fn∗ 60unionsqY ;
(ii) there exists n¿1 such that fn≺ 0unionsqY ;
(iii) there exists n¿1 such that It(f; 0unionsqY )=fn:
Proof. For (i), by the preceding proposition, there exists n¿1 such that fn∗ X unionsq 0.
Since f is total,  is connected, fn∗  is a connected domain in X unionsqY and therefore
fn∗  ≤ 0unionsqY . Statement (ii) follows immediately from (i), the statement fn≺fn∗ 
(which holds by deDnition of ranges) and from Proposition 9. Conversely, taking
ranges, (ii) implies (i). Since f∗ is left adjoint to f∗, (i) implies 6(fn)∗(0unionsqY ).
Take 3=0unionsqY in Eq. (7) of the iteration lemma; composing the terms of this equa-
tion on the right with the domain  yields (iii). Statement (i) follows from (iii) and
Lemma 11 by taking ranges.
The hypothesis that the domain and codomain of f must be a coproduct cannot be
relaxed [12]. Proposition 15 yields a rule for calculating Turing developments.
Proposition 16. If  is a nonempty connected domain in
dom(Tur(X u→W v→W unionsq Y ));
then there exists an integer n¿1 such that
Tur(X u→W v→W unionsq Y ) = [0W;Y ; 1Y ][v; iY ]niW u;
where [v; iY ]niW u≺ 0unionsqY .
Our reproof of Heller’s existence theorem and its generalization depends on the
following facts; any dependence on separatedness is stated explicitly.
Proposition 17. Let C be a category with coproducts and zero morphisms. Then
i0∇X (1X unionsq 0)=1X unionsq 0.
Proof. This follows from the commutativity of the diagram below, and from the uni-
versal property of the coproduct:
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Proposition 18. Let C be an iteration category, let X be an object of C and suppose
that  is a nonempty connected domain in X unionsqX :
(i) If ≺X unionsq 0, then i0∇X = .
(ii) If ≺ 0unionsqX , then i1∇X = .
Proof. The universal property of the coproduct implies that 1X unionsq 0= i0∇X (1X unionsq 0). If
≺X unionsq 0, then equivalently (1X unionsq 0)= , and so
 = (1X unionsq 0) = i0∇X (1X unionsq 0) = i0∇X :
The other case is analogous.
The following consequence of Proposition 18 will be used repeatedly in the sequel.
Proposition 19. Let C be an iteration category, let ’ :Y →X unionsqX be a total morphism
of C, and suppose that  is a nonempty connected domain in Y :
(i) If ’≺X unionsq 0, then i0∇X’=’.
(ii) If ’≺ 0unionsqX , then i1∇X’=’.
Proposition 20. Suppose that 	 :V →W;  :X →Y unionsqZ are total morphisms in the
locally connected iteration category C. Consider the total map
V × X 	× −→W × (Y unionsq Z) dist−→(W × Y ) unionsq (W × Z):
Let  =0 be a connected domain in V ×X ; then p1=  is a nonempty connected
domain in X and  ≺Y unionsq 0 if and only if dist(	×  )≺W ×X unionsq 0.
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram, valid in C without the assumption
of separatedness:
(8)
The commutativity of the right-hand square can be shown with the following diagram:
In this diagram, dist−1 = [1W × i0; 1W × i1]—this is the deDnition of dist. By the uni-
versal property of the coproduct, p1 dist
−1 =p1 unionsqp1. The desired result follows.
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Suppose that dist(	×  )≺ 0unionsqW ×Z , so that
(0 unionsqW × Z)dist(	×  ) = dist(	×  ): (9)
We make the following calculation, which follows from diagram (8):
(p1 unionsq p1)(0 unionsqW × Z)dist = (0 unionsq Z)(p1 unionsq p1)dist = (0 unionsq Z)p1: (10)
Applying p1 unionsqp1 to the left-hand side of (9) and using identity (10) yields the fol-
lowing:
(0 unionsq Z)p1(	×  ) = (0 unionsq Z) p1 = (0 unionsq Z) :
Apply p1 unionsqp1 to the right-hand side of (9) to obtain  p1=  . It follows that
(0unionsqZ) =  , or equivalently,  ≺ 0unionsqZ . Similarly, dist(	×  )≺W ×X unionsq 0 im-
plies  ≺Y unionsq 0. Since the alternatives are mutually exclusive, the converse implica-
tions hold as well.
2.9. Proof of Lemma 12
We may assume that X =W and that u is the identity, as in the following diagram.
Let  be a non-empty connected domain in dom(W ). For simplicity we also write 
for i, where i is a coproduct injection; for “horizontal” maps 	;  , we write 	∼  
if there are coproduct injections (or identities) i and j with i	= j . In virtue of
Propositions 13, 15, 9 and 16, we may argue as if  were a point-like object that may
occupy at most one summand of a coproduct at any vertex:
Suppose that 0 = 6dom(Tur(1W ; r)). Then 6dom(It([r; iZ ]; 0unionsq 0unionsqZ)). By Proposi-
tion 15, there exists a least positive integer n¿1 such that [r; iZ ]n+1≺ 0unionsq 0unionsqZ , and
therefore [r; iZ ]n≺W unionsqV unionsq 0. It cannot happen that [r; iZ ]n≺W unionsq 0unionsq 0; otherwise, a
diagram chase would yield [r; iZ ]n+1≺W unionsqV unionsq 0. By Proposition 13, [r; iZ ]n≺ 0unionsq
V unionsq 0, so there is a least m¡n such that [r; iZ ]m≺W unionsq 0unionsq 0. By a diagram chase,
[r; iZ ]m∼ [v; iY ]m, so that [r; iZ ]m+1∼ iV sTur(W; v)≺ 0unionsqV unionsqZ . If  is a connected
domain in 0unionsqV unionsqZ , then [r; iz]∼ 1W unionsq [t; iZ ], so that [r; iZ ]n+1∼ (1W unionsq [t; iZ ])n−miV s
Tur(1W ; v). It follows that Tur(s; t)Tur(1W ; v)=Tur(1W ; r).
Conversely, if 0 = 6dom(Tur(s; t)Tur(1W ; v)), then for some k, [v; iY ]≺ 0unionsqY ,
[r; iZ ]k+1≺ 0unionsqV unionsqZ and for some l, [r; iZ ]l[r; iZ ]k+1∼ (1W unionsq [t; iZ ])liV sTur(1W ; r)≺
0unionsq 0unionsqZ and therefore Tur(s; t)Tur(1W ; v)=Tur(1W ; r).
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3. The separated case
A Turing morphism in a prodominical isotype is a morphism 0 :W ×X →Y such that
for any 	 :V ×X →Y there exists a total g :V →W such that the following diagram
commutes:
A recursion category is a prodominical isotype in which there is a Turing morphism.
With this deDnition, we can state Heller’s existence theorem for recursion categories
[9, Theorem 9.2].
Theorem 21. Let C be a separated iteration category. If B=B〈X 〉 is a uniformly
generated isotypical B#-subcategory of C〈X 〉, then Tur(B) is a recursion category.
The proof proceeds by constructing, in the category Tur(B), a weak Turing mor-
phism; i.e., a map 5 :W ×X →Y such that for any 	 :X →Y in Tur(B) there exists
a total g :W →W such that the following diagram commutes:
The existence of a weak Turing morphism in Tur(B) implies that it is a recursion
category on account of the following lemma; in the next sections we give a proof of
the existence of a weak Turing morphism in Tur(B) that will generalize to the relative
case [9, Lemma 9.1].
Lemma 22. If a prodominical isotype has a weak Turing morphism, then it has a
Turing morphism.
3.1. Proof of Theorem 21
We produce a weak Turing morphism in B. Fix a frame b at X in B such that
B=B#(b∪L(B; s)) for some morphism s :X ×X →X ; the morphism s is called a
catalogue. DeDne the morphism Ti0 as the composite
X
i0X;X−→X unionsq X b
−1
unionsq−→X:
Using Ti0 and following Heller, we will write an arbitrary morphism ’ :X →X of the
Turing completion Tur(B) in the form Tur(Ti0; f) for some (total) morphism f :X →
X unionsqX in B depending on ’; in this representation, the map Ti0 is independent of ’ [9].
In Heller, the representation follows since the category C is separated; the representation
generalizes to the relative case considered in the sequel.
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3.1.1. De9nition of the weak Turing morphism
Let v=X # × Ti0. DeDne a morphism 5 :X #×X →X by
5=Tur(X # × X v→X # × X # × X w→X # × X # × X unionsq X )
= X # × X i0v−→X # × X # × X unionsq X It([w;iX ];0unionsqX )−−−−−−→X # × X # × X unionsq X [0;1X ]−−−−−→X;
where the map w :X #×X #×X →X #×X #×X unionsqX is the composite
X # × X # × X 1X #×r×1X−−−−−→X # × (X # × X unionsq X )× X
dist′−→X # × X # × X × X unionsq X # × X × X
1X #×X #×sunionsq1#X×s−−−−−−−−−→X # × X # × X unionsq X # × X
1X #×X #×Xunionsq1X #×bunionsq−−−−−−−−−−→X # × X # × X unionsq X # × (X unionsq X )
1X #×X #×Xunionsqdist−−−−−−−→X # × X # × X unionsq (X # × X unionsq X # × X )
[i0 ;[i0(X #×1X );i1p1]]−−−−−−−−−−−→X # × X # × X unionsq X;
in which dist′ is inverse to the natural map
X # × X # × X × X unionsq X # × X × X	 [1X #×i0×1X ;1X #×i1×1X ]
X # × (X # × X unionsq X )× X:
3.1.2. Factorization of b−1unionsq f
Since B=B〈X 〉 is a uniformly generated isotypical B#-subcategory of the iteration
category C, B=B#(b∪L(B; s)) for some frame b at X and for some catalogue s; by
Lemma 7, the uniform list L(B; s) catalogued by s generates the monoid B(X; X ) as a
semigroup. Consequently, a map f :X →X unionsqX in B may be factored as bunionsqf1 ◦· · ·◦fk ,
where for each j with 16j6k,
commutes, with gj total.
3.1.3. De9nition of the index
For maps 	;  :X →X # we set 	 =m(	×  )X . The index gˆ is deDned by
gˆ= jg1 · · ·jgk ; we make the following claim.
Lemma 23.
5(gˆ× 1X ) = Tur(Ti0; f)p1: (11)
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We use separatedness to establish Lemma 23. Let  be a nonempty connected domain
in X ×X ; we show that 6dom(5(gˆ× 1X )) if and only if 6dom(Tur(Ti0; f)p1) and,
if either of these equivalent conditions hold, then
5(gˆ× 1X ) = Tur(Ti0; f)p1: (12)
By Proposition 16, there exists an integer n¿1 such that
Tur(v; w)(gˆ× 1X ) = [0; 1X ][w; iX ]ni0v(gˆ× 1X ): (13)
where [w; iX ]ni0v(gˆ× 1X )≺ 0unionsqX .
We compute iterates of the map [w; iX ] Drst without relying on the calculus of
connected domains in Section 2.8.
Lemma 24. In the preceding notation,
[w; iX ]k i0v(gˆ× 1X ) = [i0(〈gˆ; gˆ〉 × 1X ); i1p1]dist(1X × [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0); (14)
moreover, if 16r¡k, then
[w; iX ]ri0v(gˆ× 1X ) = i0(〈gˆ; jg1 · · ·jgk−r〉 × fk−r+1 · · ·fk Ti0):
3.1.4. Proof of Lemma 24
We take k =2 in the following; the general case is similar. Observe that
i0v(gˆ× 1X ) = i0(X # × Ti0)(gˆ× 1X ) = i0(〈gˆ; gˆ〉 × Ti0):
The last equation follows by naturality of . We have the naturality square
so that X # gˆ=(gˆ× gˆ)X = 〈gˆ; gˆ〉. Next we apply the map
[w; i1X ] : X # × X # × X unionsq X → X # × X # × X unionsq X
to the preceding. The equation [w; i1X ]i0v(gˆ× 1X )=w(〈gˆ; gˆ〉× Ti0) follows from the
previous step and by naturality of the coproduct injection i0 and properties of the
codiagonal; consider the following commutative diagram:
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We now have the following:
w(〈gˆ; gˆ〉 × Ti0) = w(gˆ× gˆ× 1X )(X × Ti0) = w(gˆ× jg1jg2 × 1X )(X × Ti0):
Recall that the natural transformation r is inverse to the morphism
[X # · j; j] : (X # × X ) unionsq X → X #;
consequently
r(jg1jg2) = r(jg1 · jg2)X = r(m(1X # × j)(jg1 × g2)X
= r(1X # · j)(jg1 × g2)X = r[1X # · j; j]i0X #×X;X (jg1 × g2)X
= i0X #×X;X (jg1 × g2)X :
We then have
dist′(1X # × r × 1X )(gˆ× jg1jg2 × 1X )(X × Ti0)
= dist′(gˆ× r(jg1jg2)× 1X )(X × Ti0)
= dist′(gˆ× i0X #×X;X (jg1 × g2)× 1X )(X × Ti0)
= dist′(1X # × i0X #×X;X × 1X )(gˆ× (jg1 × g2)X × 1X )(X × Ti0)
= i0X #×X #×X×X;X #×X×X (gˆ× (jg1 × g2)X × 1X )(X × Ti0);
where the Dnal equality is justiDed by the following commutative diagram:
for j=0; 1; the diagram commutes since, by deDnition, dist′ is inverse to
[1X # × i0× 1X ; 1X # × i1× 1X ].
Next, we apply the morphism 1X #×X # × sunionsq 1X # × s:
(1X #×X # × s unionsq 1X # × s)dist′(1X # × r × 1X )(gˆ× jg1jg2 × 1X )(X × Ti0)
= (1X #×X # × s unionsq 1X # × s)i0(gˆ× (jg1 × g2)X × 1X )(X × Ti0)
= i0(1X #×X # × s)(gˆ× (jg1 × g2)X × 1X )(X × Ti0)
= i0(1X #×X # × s)(gˆ× (jg1 × g2)× 1X )((1X × X )× 1X )(X × Ti0)
= i0(1X #×X # × s)(gˆ× jg1 × (g2 × 1X ))((1X × X )× 1X )(X × Ti0)
= i0(gˆ× jg1 × s(g2 × 1X ))((1X × X )X × Ti0)
= i0(gˆ× jg1 × f2p1)((X × 1X )X × Ti0):
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The Dnal equation follows from coassociativity:
(1X × X )X = (X × 1X )X ;
which holds since the near product of a P-category C becomes a product on its sub-
category CT of total morphisms.
Claim 25.
i0(gˆ× jg1 × f2p1)((X × 1X )X × Ti0) = i0(〈gˆ; jg1〉 × f2 Ti0):
For this claim, we note the following consequence of coassociativity.
The proof of this fact can be seen using the following diagram:
We then calculate:
i0(gˆ× jg1 × f2p1)((X × 1X )X × Ti0)
= i0(gˆ× jg1 × f2)(1X×X × p1)(X × 1X×X )(X × 1X )(1X × Ti0)
= i0(gˆ× jg1 × f2)(X × p1)(X × 1X )(1X × Ti0)
= i0(gˆ× jg1 × f2)(X × 1X )(1X × Ti0)
= i0(〈gˆ; jg1〉 × f2 Ti0):
Applying [i0; [i0(X # × 1X ); i1p1]](1X #×X #×X unionsq dist)(1X #×X #×X unionsq 1X # × bunionsq) to i0(〈gˆ; jg1〉
×f2 Ti0), we Dnally obtain i0(〈gˆ; jg1〉×f2 Ti0).
A second iteration of [w; i1X ] applied to i0(〈gˆ; jg1〉×f2 Ti0) yields the following:
[w; i1X ]i0(〈gˆ; jg1〉 × f2 Ti0) = w(〈gˆ; jg1〉 × f2 Ti0)
= 	 dist′(1X # × r × 1X )(gˆ× jg1 × f2 Ti0)(X × 1X )
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= 	 dist′(gˆ× rjg1 × f2 Ti0)(X × 1X )
= 	 dist′(gˆ× r[1X # · j; j]i1g1 × f2 Ti0)(X × 1X )
= 	 dist′(gˆ× i1g1 × f2 Ti0)(X × 1X )
= 	 dist′(1X # × i1 × 1X )(gˆ× g1 × f2 Ti0)(X × 1X )
= 	′(1X #×X # × s unionsq 1X # × s)i1(gˆ× g1 × f2 Ti0)(X × 1X )
= 	′i1(1X # × s)(gˆ× g1 × 1X )(1X × (1X × f2 Ti0))(X × 1X )
= 	′i1(gˆ× f1p1)(1X × (1X × f2 Ti0))(X × 1X )
= 	′i1(gˆ× f1f2 Ti0p1)(X × 1X )
= 	′i1(gˆ× f1f2 Ti0)(1X × p1)(X × 1X )
= 	′i1(gˆ× f1f2 Ti0):
The morphisms 	; 	′ indicate the remaining unused composite morphisms of w. The
last two lines follow from the following diagram, in which the middle square is the
coassociativity of X :
The remaining steps of the calculation, up to the preparation for another application of
[w; i1], are as follows:
[i0; [i0(X # × 1X ); i1p1]](1X #×X #×X unionsq dist)(1X #×X #×X unionsq bunionsq)i1(gˆ× f1f2 Ti0)
= [i0; [i0(X # × 1X ); i1p1]](1X #×X #×X unionsq dist)i1(1X # × bunionsq)(gˆ× f1f2 Ti0)
= [i0; [i0(X # × 1X ); i1p1]]i1 dist(gˆ× bunionsqf1f2 Ti0)
= [i0(X # × 1X ); i1p1]dist(gˆ× fTi0)
= [i0(X # × 1X ); i1p1]dist(gˆ× [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0):
The Dnal step of the proof of Lemma 24 will advance the index gˆ through the dis-
tributivity isomorphism. Consider the following commutative diagram:
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We conclude the proof of Lemma 24:
[i0(X # × 1X ); i1p1]dist(gˆ× [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0)
= [i0(X # × 1X ); i1p1]((gˆ× 1X ) unionsq (gˆ× 1X ))dist(1X × [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0)
= [i0(X # × 1X )(gˆ× 1X ); i1p1(gˆ× 1X )]dist(1X × [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0)
= [i0(X # gˆ× 1X ); i1p1]dist(1X × [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0)
= [i0((gˆ× gˆ)X × 1X ); i1p1]dist(1X × [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0)
= [i0(〈gˆ; gˆ〉 × 1X ); i1p1]dist(1X × [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0):
3.2. Conclusion of the proof of Lemma 23
Consider the following commutative diagram:
Let  be a nonzero domain in X ×X ; by Proposition 20, [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0p1≺X unionsq 0 if and
only if dist(1X × [f; i1X ](1X × i0 Ti0)≺X ×X unionsq 0. We may assume that in Eq. (13), n
is the least positive integer such that Eq. (13) holds; we may further assume that n¿1.
Writing n= q · k + r with 06r¡k, it will be apparent that r=0.
By Proposition 19 and Lemma 24,
[w; iX ]k i0v(gˆ× 1X ) = [i0(〈gˆ; gˆ〉 × 1X ); i1p1]dist(1X × [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0)
= [i0(〈gˆ; gˆ〉 × 1X ); i1p1]i0∇X×X dist(1X × [f; i1X ])(1X × i0 Ti0)
= i0(〈gˆ; gˆ〉 × 1X )∇X×X dist(1X × [f; i1X ])(1X × i0 Ti0):
Another k iterations of [w; iX ] yields the following:
[w; iX ]k i0(〈gˆ; gˆ〉 × 1X )∇X×X dist(1X × [f; i1X ])(1X × i0 Ti0)
= [i0(〈gˆ; gˆ〉 × 1X ); i1p1]dist(1X × [f; i1X ]i0)∇X×X
× dist(1X [f; i1X ]i0)(1X × Ti0):
Hence the preceding commutative diagram continues with the next; for typographical
reasons we write X 2 for X ×X :
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In virtue of this, by Proposition 19, [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0p1≺X unionsq 0 implies that
[f; i1X ]i0∇X [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0p1 = [f; i1X ]2i0 Ti0p1:
It follows by induction that for j¿1 [w; iX ]jk i0v(gˆ× 1X )≺X #×X #×X unionsq 0 if and
only if i0(〈gˆ; gˆ〉× 1X )(∇X×X dist(1X × [f; i1X ])(1X × i0))j(1X × Ti0)≺X ×X unionsq 0 if and
only if [f; i1X ]ji0 Ti0p1≺X unionsq 0.
Iterating this diagram yields iterates of [f; i1X ] along the bottom row; the top row
gives iterates of [w; i1X ] in multiples of k. For a suRciently large number of iterates,
one applies the following commutative diagram:
By Proposition 19, the bottom composites i1∇X become the identity when evaluated
on the preceding morphisms. By Proposition 16, Eq. (12) holds; since  is an arbi-
trary connected domain and C is separated, Eq. (11) holds; i.e., 5 is a weak Turing
morphism.
4. The relatively-separated case
Let C;D be iteration categories. An iteration functor from C to D is a functor
L :C→D that preserves zero morphisms, coproducts, domains, and the iteration oper-
ator; speciDcally:
(a) L0X;Y =0LX;LY ;
(b) L(AunionsqB)= (LA)unionsq (LB);
(c) for each morphism 	 in C, L(dom	)= dom L	; and
(d) if 	 :X →X is a total morphism of C and if 3 is a domain in dom X such that
	3= 3, then L(It(	; 3))= It(L	; L3).
Examples of iteration functors are given in the sequel; such functors need not pre-
serve products.
We deDne a relative notion of separation for iteration categories. Let C and D be
iteration categories and let L :C→D be an iteration functor. We say that C is separated
by L if L is faithful and D is separated; we also say that C is relatively-separated. The
category C is separated by L if and only if for any two morphisms 	;  :X →Y in C,
	=  if (L	)=(L ) for every connected domain ∈ dom(LX ).
We state the main result.
Theorem 26. Let C and D be iteration categories, and suppose C is separated
by an iteration functor L :C→D. If B=B〈X 〉 is a uniformly generated isotypical
B#-subcategory of C〈X 〉, then Tur(B) is a recursion category.
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Let B=B〈X 〉 be a uniformly generated isotypical B#-subcategory of an iteration
category C, where X is an isotypical object of C. We give the generalization of
Lemma 12 to the relative case.
Lemma 27. If C and D are iteration categories with C separated by the iteration
functor L, and if X u→W v→W unionsqY and Y s→V t→V unionsqZ are Turing data in C, then
Tur(Y s→V t→V unionsq Z)Tur(X u→W v→W unionsq Y )
= Tur(X
i0u→W unionsq V r→W unionsq V unionsq Z);
where W unionsqV r→W unionsqV unionsqZ is the composition
W unionsq V vunionsq1V−−−−−→W unionsq Y unionsq V 1Wunionsq[i0s;t]−−−−−→W unionsq V unionsq Z:
Proof. The functor L sends total morphism in C to total morphisms in D: if dom	
=1X , then dom L	=L dom	=1LX . In particular, L sends a Turing datum in C to a
Turing datum in D; moreover, L commutes with Turing developments; for example,
L(Tur(X
iW u→W unionsq V r→W unionsq V unionsq Z))
= Tur(LX
iLW◦Lu−−−−−→LW unionsq LV Lr→LW unionsq LV unionsq LZ):
Applying the iteration functor to everything in sight, we may assume that L is the
identity functor; under this reduction, the proof of Lemma 12 applies.
We have the following generalizations of properties of the Turing completion to the
relatively separated case [9, Lemma 8.3, Proposition 8.4].
Lemma 28. If C;D are iteration categories, if C is separated by L :C→D, and if
the Turing development t=Tur(X u→W v→W unionsq (X unionsqY )) is total, then
Tur(X 1X−→X Tur(u;v)−−−−−→X unionsq Y )
= Tur(X iX−→X unionsqW unionsq X [iW iX u;iW v;iX ]−−−−−−→X unionsq (W unionsq (X unionsq Y )) ∼= (X unionsqW unionsq X ) unionsq Y ):
Proposition 29. If C;D are iteration categories, if C is separated by L :C→D, and
if B is a B+-subcategory of C, then
(i) Tur(B) is a +-prodominical subcategory of C containing B.
(ii) Tur(B)T =Tur(B)∩CT , and
(iii) Tur(Tur(B)T )=Tur(B).
We apply the functor L to the terms of Eq. (11). The frame isomorphism bunionsq of
B=B〈X 〉 goes to an isomorphism Lbunionsq :LX →LX unionsq LX ; noting that LTi0 is the com-
posite
LX
i0LX;LX−−−−−→LX unionsq LX Lb
−1
unionsq−−−−−→LX;
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we write LTi0 = Ti0. The point is that the normalization procedure mentioned at the be-
ginning of Section 3.1 goes through in the relative case. 4
We establish an analog of Lemma 23 obtained by applying L to Eq. (11).
Lemma 30.
Tur(Lv; Lw)L(gˆ× 1X ) = Tur(Ti0; Lf)Lp1: (15)
Since L need not preserve products, Eq. (15) asserts that Tur(Lv; Lw) is something
less than a weak Turing morphism in D.
The proof of Lemma 30 depends on a generalization of Proposition 20 to the rela-
tively separated case.
Proposition 31. Suppose that 	 :V →W;  :X →Y unionsqZ are total morphisms in the
iteration category C. Suppose that C is separated by the iteration functor L :C→D.
Consider the total map
V × X 	× −−−−−→W × (Y unionsq Z) dist−→(W × Y ) unionsq (W × Z):
Let  =0 be a connected domain in L(V ×X ); then L(p1)=  is a nonempty con-
nected domain in LX and L( )≺Y unionsq 0 if and only if L(dist)L(	×  )≺L(W
×X )unionsq 0.
Proof. The following commutative diagram is valid in D; it comes from a correspond-
ing commutative diagram in C:
(16)
Suppose that L(dist)L(	×  )≺ 0unionsqL(W ×Z), so that
(0 unionsq L(W × Z))L(dist)L(	×  ) = L(dist)L(	×  ): (17)
We make the following calculation, which follows from diagram (16):
(L(p1) unionsq L(p1))(0 unionsq L(W × Z))L(dist)
= (0 unionsq LZ)(L(p1) unionsq L(p1))L(dist) = (0 unionsq LZ)L(p1):
Applying L(p1)unionsqL(p1) to the left-hand side of (17) and using preceding identity, one
has the following:
(0 unionsq LZ)Lp1L(	×  ) = (0 unionsq LZ)L Lp1 = (0 unionsq LZ)L :
4 Since L preserves unionsq, but not necessarily × or #, the isomorphisms Lbunionsq, Lb× and Lb# need not deDne
a frame at LX ; however, only properties of B#-categories preserved by the separating iteration functor L are
needed for the proof.
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Apply L(p1)unionsqL(p1) to the right-hand side of (17) to obtain L( )L(p1)=L( ). It
follows that (0unionsqLZ)L( )=L( ), or equivalently, L( )≺ 0unionsqLZ . Similarly,
L(dist)L(	×  )≺L(W ×X )unionsq 0 implies L( )≺LY unionsq 0. Since the alternatives are
mutually exclusive, the converse implications hold as well.
Since Lemma 24 holds in C, its image under L holds in D.
Lemma 32. In the preceding notation,
[Lw; iLX ]k i0LvL(gˆ× 1X ) = [i0L(〈gˆ; gˆ〉 × 1X ); i1Lp1]L dist L(1X × [f; i1X ]i0 Ti0);
moreover, if 16r¡k, then
[Lw; iLX ]ri0LvL(gˆ× 1X ) = i0L(〈gˆ; jg1 · · ·jgk−r〉 × fk−r+1 · · ·fk Ti0):
Moreover, the L-images of the diagrams of Section 3.2 remain commutative, such
as the following:
This shows that although L need not preserve products, it does preserve enough of the
structure of C for the argument of Theorem 21 to go through in the relative case.
5. Examples
5.1. The category SetF
Let F be an endofunctor on the category Set of sets. An F-coalgebra (A; ) is
a set A together with a map  :A→FA called its structure map. A morphism of
F-coalgebras ’ : (A; )→ (B; ) is a map ’ :A→B such that  ◦ ’=F’ ◦ . The
F-coalgebras and their morphisms form a category, denoted by SetF . Coalgebras in
this sense are more general than those associated with comonads [13]. The category
SetF is cocomplete, well-powered, co-well-powered, and is closed under homomorphic
images [4].
Let U :SetF →Set be the forgetful functor, which sends an F-coalgebra  :A→F(A)
to the set A, and a morphism of coalgebras to itself as a morphism of Set. Let (X; )
be a coalgebra. A subset A of UX has at most one coalgebra structure such that the
inclusion A ,→UX induces a morphism of coalgebras. A subcoalgebra of a coalgebra
(X; ) is a coalgebra (A; ) with UA⊆UX and such that the inclusion UA ,→UX is a
morphism. The functor U creates colimits [4,13].
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A commutative square in a category C is a weak pullback if it satisDes the conditions
of a pullback except for the uniqueness of induced morphisms. Analogously, one may
deDne a weak limit of a diagram in C. A sink is a collection of morphisms of C with
a common codomain. A (weak) generalized pullback is a (weak) limit of a sink. A
functor preserves weak (generalized) pullbacks if it sends weak (generalized) pullbacks
to weak (generalized) pullbacks. A functor weakly preserves (generalized) pullbacks
if it sends (generalized) pullbacks to weak (generalized) pullbacks. If (generalized)
pullbacks exist in C, and if F :C→Set is a set valued functor, then F preserves
weak (generalized) pullbacks if and only if F weakly preserves (generalized) pullbacks
[4,10].
In general, if C has all limits of certain diagrams D, then F preserves weak limits of
D-diagrams if and only if F weakly preserves limits of D-diagrams [10, Lemma 1.1].
The following Set endofunctors preserve weak limits of sinks: the identity functor, all
constant functors, functors of the form X →X unionsqY for a Dxed set Y , functors of the
form X →X Y for a Dxed set Y , and the powerset functor. Moreover, sums, products
and composites of Set endofunctors that preserve weak limits of sinks also preserve
weak limits of sinks [6].
5.2. The coalgebra topology
Let LX be the (partially ordered) set of subcoalgebras of the coalgebra X ; the
set LX is a lattice with arbitrary joins; we follow Gumm’s account [4]. If (Ai)i∈I
is a family of subcoalgebras a coalgebra X , one can form their coproduct
⊔
i∈I Ai in
SetF ; since the forgetful functor U preserves and creates colimits and since SetF has
ranges, which are computed as they are in Set, the range of the map
⊔
i∈I Ai→X
induced by the inclusions Ai ,→X is the union
⋃
i UAi; this deDnes the join
∨
i Ai
in LX . For any coalgebra X and any subset S ⊆UX , the coalgebra cogenerated
by S, denoted by [S], is the join of all subcoalgebras A of X with S ⊆UA. The
meet in LX of a family (Ai)i∈I of subcoalgebras of a coalgebra X is deDned by∧
i∈I Ai = [
⋂
i∈I UAi].
Gumm shows that each topological space is a coalgebra for the Dlter functor F ,
which assigns to each set X the set FX of all Dlters on X ; the Dlter functor preserves
weak pullbacks, but not generalized weak pullbacks [5]. The example of topological
spaces as coalgebras for the Dlter functor implies that the arbitrary intersection of
subcoalgebras need not be a subcoalgebra, and one-cogenerated subcoalgebras need
not exist.
The Set endofunctor F is nontrivial if for any set X , FX = ∅ implies X = ∅. If the
Set endofunctor F is nontrivial, and if X is an F-coalgebra, then the set ULX of
underlying sets of subcoalgebras of X forms a topology on X called the coalgebra
topology; Gumm and SchrLoder show that if F is a nontrivial Set endofunctor, and if
A; B are subcoalgebras of the F-coalgebra C, then U (A∧B)=UA∩UB [7, Theorem
3.1].
There is an obvious forgetful functor Top :SetF →Top, where Top the category of
topological spaces and continuous maps.
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Let F be a nontrivial Set endofunctor, and let X; Y be F-coalgebras. Let O(TopX )
denote the category of open subsets of TopX . The assignment
F : O(TopX )op → Set
V → SetF(V; Y )
deDnes a presheaf of sets in a natural way, since each open subset U of X inherits a
unique coalgebra structure from that of X .
Proposition 33. The presheaf F is a sheaf.
Proof. We show that for each open subset U of X , and for each open covering
U =
⋃
i∈I Ui of U by a family (Ui)i∈I of open subsets of X , the following diagram is
an equalizer in Set:
F(U ) e→
∏
i
F(Ui)
p−→−→
q
∏
i;j
F(Ui ∩ Uj):
The evident map e is a monomorphism. Given a compatible family of coalgebra mor-
phisms fi :Ui→Y , there exists a unique continuous map f :U →Y in Top such that
f|Ui =fi for each i∈ I ; it remains to show that f is a morphism of coalgebras. This
is a straightforward diagram chase; consider the following diagram:
The top triangle commutes in Set by deDnition, the bottom triangle commutes by func-
toriality and the back and left squares commute by deDnition of fi and j, respectively.
Chasing an element x∈U , which we may assume to lie in Ui, we have that the right
front square commutes, so that f∈SetF(U; Y ).
5.3. Conditions on Set endofunctors
Gumm and SchrLoder prove that the Set endofunctor F weakly preserves pullbacks
along monomorphisms if and only for any morphism ’ :A→B of F-coalgebras and
for any subcoalgebra U of B, the preimage ’−1[U ] of U under ’ is a subcoalgebra
of A [6].
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A Set endofunctor F is bounded by the cardinal > if for each F-coalgebra A,
and for each a∈A there is a subcoalgebra B of A containing a such that |B|6>.
Let C and M be two Dxed sets. Any functor of the form X →C ×XM is bounded;
in particular, the identity functor and the constant functors are bounded. Moreover,
sums, products and compositions of bounded functors are bounded. A characterization
of bounded functors is given in [8]. Examples of coalgebras for bounded functors
include colorings, which are coalgebras for a constant Set endofunctor, self-maps of
a set, which are coalgebras for the identity functor, and stream coalgebras, which are
coalgebras for the Set endofunctor given by X →A×X , where A is a Dxed nonempty
set [4,15,16]. In each of these examples, the type endofunctor preserves weak limits
of sinks.
Kurz has shown that if the forgetful functor U has a right adjoint, then SetF is
complete [11]. The existence of the right adjoint implies that the cofree coalgebra on
any set exists; limits are constructed as certain subcoalgebras of cofree coalgebras.
Gumm and SchrLoder construct such a right adjoint to the forgetful functor U in the
case when the endofunctor F is bounded [7].
The underlying set of a product need not be the product of the underlying sets. If the
(nontrivial) Set endofunctor F preserves products, then so does the forgetful functor
U :SetF →Set; even so, the coalgebra topology of the product of coalgebras can have
more open sets than the product of the topological spaces of those coalgebras. If X is
an F-coalgebra, the image Top(X ) in Top of the diagonal X :X →X ×X must be
a continuous open map. On the other hand, if Y is a nonempty HausdorQ topological
space, then Y is an open map if and only if Y is discrete. It is straightforward to
produce a coalgebra X for the identity functor on Set such that Top(X ) is not an open
map.
Let Xi; i=0; 1 be F-coalgebras. A bisimulation between X0 and X1 is a relation
R⊆UX0×UX1 equipped with an F-coalgebra structure ? :R→F(R), called a bisimu-
lation structure, such that the projections i :R→Xi; i=0; 1 are morphisms of coalge-
bras [4,19]. A bisimulation structure need not be unique if it exists. If X is a coalgebra,
and if ’i :X →Yi; i=0; 1 are coalgebra morphisms, then (U’0×U’1)UX is a bisim-
ulation between Y0 and Y1 [4]. Let X; Y be coalgebras and let ’ :UX →UY be a map
in Set. Then ’ deDnes a coalgebra morphism X →Y if and only if its graph is a
bisimulation; it follows that for any coalgebra X , the diagonal X = {(x; x) : x∈UX }
is a bisimulation [19].
5.4. P-categories of coalgebras
A wide class of categories and partial morphisms will be constructed that will
satisfy conditions needed for the application of Heller’s existence theorem for re-
cursion categories and its generalization. Let F denote an endofunctor on Set. Un-
der certain restrictions on F , the category SetF can be extended to the category
of F-coalgebras and partial morphisms, denoted by PfnF , which we will obtain by
following the procedure in Rosolini’s thesis for constructing a category of partial
maps [17].
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5.5. Construction of P-categories
Let C be a category with Dnite limits. A dominion is a class M of monomorphisms
of C that is closed under identities, composition and pullbacks along morphisms of
C [17]. If M is a dominion of C and if X and Y are objects of C, a partial map
from X to Y de9ned in M is a pair (m;’), where m :U →X is in M, and where
’ :U →Y is a morphism of C. Two pairs (m;’) and (m′; ’′) are equivalent if there
is an isomorphism 6 :U →U ′ with ’′6=’ and m′6=m. The equivalence class of the
pair (m;’) is denoted by {m;’} and is called a partial morphism from X to Y , also
denoted by X7Y . Composition of partial morphisms A7B and B7C is deDned by
the following diagram in which the square is a pullback:
The equivalence class {m′′; ’′′} of the composite is determined by the monomophism
m′′ :W →A obtained as the composite of the morphisms of the left vertical column,
and the morphism ’′′ :W →C obtained as the composite of the morphisms of the top
horizontal row. We can then express the composite by the equation
{m′′; ’′′} = {m′; ’′} ◦ {m;’}:
The composite is associative. For each object A, the equivalence class {1A; 1A} acts as
an identity for composition. Given a category C with Dnite products together with a
dominion M, the category of partial maps P(C;M) is the category whose objects are
those of C and whose morphisms are the equivalence classes of partial maps deDned
in M.
We deDne the category PfnF as P(SetF ;M) by taking the dominion M to be the
class of monomorphisms of SetF subject to conditions on the endofunctor F such that
SetF will have products and such that monomorphisms will correspond to subcoalge-
bras.
For the Drst requirement, we note that if the forgetful functor SetF →Set has a
right adjoint, which happens, for example, if F is bounded then SetF is complete [7];
in particular, SetF has products. For the second requirement, we rely on the result
of Kurz that if F preserves weak pullbacks, then the classes of monomorphisms, and
of extremal, strong and regular monos coincide, and SetF has (Epi, Strong Mono)-
factorizations, which are computed as (Epi, Mono)-factorizations in Set [11, Theorem
1.3.9].
We assume from now on that the Set endofunctor F is nontrivial, preserves weak
pullbacks, and is such that SetF has products. Fixing such an F , we deDne the dominion
M in SetF to be the class of monomorphisms of SetF and we set PfnF =P(SetF ;M).
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Next, we extend the product × :Set2F →SetF to  :Pfn2F →PfnF by deDning it on
objects X; Y by X Y =X ×Y and on partial morphisms by the formula
{m;’} {m′; ’′} = {m× m′; ’× ’′}:
This assignment makes sense since m×m′ ∈M and is independent of the choice of
representatives. The box product notation is introduced to distinguish it among the four
products in use, namely, the product of categories, the product in Set, the product in
SetF and its extension to a near product.
With these deDnitions, we have the following consequence of a result of Rosolini
[17, Proposition 2.1.1].
Proposition 34. There is a faithful embedding SetF →PfnF , which sends each F-
coalgebra to itself, and which sends the morphism ’ :A→B to the equivalence class
{1A; ’}. The product × on SetF extends to the bifunctor  on PfnF .
Since the forgetful functor U :SetF →Set creates colimits, it follows that the cate-
gory PfnF is cocomplete.
5.6. P- and P-categories of coalgebras
The category PfnF with the product  has the structure of a P-category. To show
this, we apply the following theorem of Rosolini, which gives conditions for a category
C to be a P-category [17, Theorem 2.1.9].
Theorem 35. Let C be a category with a bifunctor , a natural transformation 
and infranatural transformations pi; i=0; 1 as above. The category C is a P-category
if and only if there exists a wide subcategory B of C such that the bifunctor  and
the infranatural transformations pi de9ne a cartesian product on B, and the derived
associativity and commutativity isomorphisms are natural and coherent with respect
to maps in C. 5
Applying the preceding theorem with C=PfnF and B=SetF , we have the following.
Theorem 36. The category PfnF is a P-category.
Proposition 37. Let X be a coalgebra in PfnF . There is a meet semilattice isomor-
phism from dom(X ) to the lattice LX of sub-coalgebras of X (considered as a meet
semilattice).
Proof. The map LX → dom(X ) is deDned by sending the sub-coalgebra U of X to
the domain p0X;Y ◦ 〈1X ; 	〉, where 	= {U ,→X;U ,→X }. The inverse map is deDned
as follows. Given a domain 	∈ dom(X ), we may write 	=p0X;Y ◦〈1X ; {m;’}〉, where
5 A subcategory B of a category C is a wide subcategory if B0 =C0; i.e., if B and C have the same class
of objects.
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m :V X is a monomorphism of the coalgebras, and where ’ :V →Y is a morphism
in SetF . By deDnition of composition in PfnF one obtains the following diagram in
which the squares are pullbacks. We adopt the convention of not showing the structure
maps and induced morphisms of the coalgebras occurring in commutative diagrams of
coalgebras:
We use this diagram to deDne the coalgebra U ∈LX corresponding to the domain 	
as the image of V under the left vertical column of the diagram. The proof that meets
are preserved is omitted.
For any coalgebra A, the empty map 0∅; A : ∅→A is vacuously a morphism in SetF .
The equivalence classes {0∅; A; 0∅; B} for coalgebras A and B form a system of zeros of
PfnF ; hence, PfnF is a prodominical category.
A morphism f :X →Y of a pointed category is weakly total if for all 	 :W →X ,
f	=0W;Y implies that 	=0W;X .
We take the following proposition from Heller as the deDnition of a dominical
category [9]. A prodominical category is dominical if every weakly total morphism is
total and if 	  =0 implies 	=0 or  =0. In Di Paola and Heller, weak totality
was taken to be the deDnition of totality; in a dominical category, these notions coincide
[1]. In a general P-category, these notions diverge; however, P-categories retain much
of the phenomena of classical recursion theory as do the dominical categories [14,17].
Montagna gave the Drst examples of P-categories that failed to be dominical in [14];
our examples arising from P-categories of coalgebras are perhaps easier to construct.
The category PfnF can fail to be dominical for at least two reasons. The Drst reason is
that the product in SetF can be pathological; Gumm and SchrLoder [7] give examples
of three Dnite coalgebras A; B; C for the Dnite powerset functor such that A×A∼=A,
A×B= ∅ and such that C ×C is inDnite. The second reason is that a weakly total
morphism ’ :X →Y in PfnF is total if and only if X is the only nonempty open
dense subset of X in the coalgebra topology. For example, one has the following.
Proposition 38. Let 1Set be the identity functor on Set. Then Pfn1Set is prodominical
but not dominical.
Proof. A coalgebra for the identity functor is given by a self map of a set. Let
X = {x; y} be a set with x =y, and deDne  :X →X by (x)=y and (y)=y. Then
U = {y} is a proper subcoalgebra of X that is open and dense in the coalgebra topol-
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ogy on X . It follows that the partial inclusion map X7U with domain U is weakly
total but not total.
Despite the example of two Dnite nonempty coalgebras A; B for which A×B= ∅,
the free semigroup always exists in SetF .
Proposition 39. If SetF has 9nite products, and if A is a nonempty F-coalgebra, then
for each n¿1, An is nonempty.
Proof. Let U :SetF →Set be the forgetful functor. If A is nonempty, so is the diagonal
A = {(a; a) : a∈U (A)}, which is a bisimulation on A [19]. A result of Gumm and
SchrLoder states that if A0×A1 is a product in SetF with projections i; i=0; 1, then
(U0×U1)U (A0×A1) is the largest bisimulation between A0 and A1 [7, Lemma 8.1];
taking A0 =A1 =A, we have that ∅ =A⊆ (U0×U1)U (A×A) so that A×A cannot
be empty. It follows that An = ∅ for any n¿1.
The product in SetF distributes over the coproduct. This follows essentially from
a result of Worrel, which states that if F is a bounded endofunctor which preserves
weak pullbacks, then SetF is a full reHective subcategory of a Grothendieck topos
[22, Theorem 6.4]. Moreover, assuming only that F is nontrivial and preserves weak
pullbacks, Worrel’s proof implies that in SetF , coproducts are disjoint and stable under
pullback, every epimorphism is the coequalizer of its kernel pair, and epimorphisms
are stable under pullback. Proofs of these statements for more general categories of
coalgebras for a suitable endofunctor of a topos are given in Johnstone, et al. [10].
Proposition 40. Let F be a nontrivial Set endofunctor that weakly preserves pullbacks
and such that SetF has products and a terminal object. Let X be an F-coalgebra,
let I be a set, and let {Y}∈I be a family of F-coalgebras. There is a canonical
isomorphism
X ×
⊔
I
Y →
⊔
I
(X × Y):
Domains in PfnF correspond precisely to subcoalgebras.
Under the embedding SetF →PfnF , the canonical isomorphism of Proposition 40
deDnes the natural isomorphism
distX;(Yn) : X 
⊔
N
Yn →
⊔
N
X  Yn
of functors PfnF ×PfnNF →PfnF .
Proposition 41. The category PfnF is a P-category.
Proof. Let f :X7W in PfnF be given by f= {A; 	}, where A :UX and 	 :U →
W are in SetF , with A mono, and for n∈N let gn :Yn7Zn in PfnF be given by
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gn = {Bn;  n}, where Bn :VnYn and  n :Vn→Zn are in SetF , with Bn mono. Consider
the following diagram:
We claim that the bottom parallelogram commutes in PfnF . Observe that the top par-
allelogram is a pullback in SetF . It follows that the composite⊔
N
(f gn) ◦ distX;(Yn) (18)
in PfnF is represented by the pair {A×
⊔
N Bn;
⊔
N (	×  n) ◦ distU; (Vn)}. On the other
hand, the composite
distW;(Zn) ◦
(
f
⊔
N
gn
)
in PfnF is represented by the pair {A×
⊔
N Bn; distW; (Zn) ◦ (	×
⊔
N  n)}, which equals
(18) since the (back) rectangle commutes, as dist is natural in SetF .
Since SetF has (Epi, StrongMono)-factorizations, the image of a coalgebra under
a morphism is a subcoalgebra of the codomain; conversely every subcoalgebra is an
image. If 	= {m;  } is a morphism of PfnF , where m :UX and  :U →Y are
morphisms of SetF with m mono, we deDne the image im	 of 	 by im	=  [U ].
Under the semilattice isomorphism of Proposition 37, images of morphisms in PfnF ,
which are coalgebras, correspond with ranges, which are morphisms.
The previously mentioned results of Kurz on factorization systems in SetF [11] and
of Worrell and Johnstone et al. [22,10] imply that PfnF satisDes the hypothesis of the
following representation theorem of Rosolini [18, Theorem 2.8].
Theorem 42. A P-category has ranges which distribute over product if and only it
is equivalent to a full P-subcategory of P(A;M) where A is a category with 9nite
limits, and M is the monic part of a proper factorization system (E;M) where both
E and M are closed under pullback along maps in A.
Proposition 43. The category PfnF has ranges.
Proposition 43 also follows from the previously mentioned results of Worrell, to-
gether with his result that if the Set endofunctor F preserves weak pullbacks, then so
does the forgetful functor U :SetF →Set [22, Proposition 6.3].
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Proposition 44. The category PfnF is an rP-category. Moreover, for any F-co-
algebra X , the meet semilattice isomorphism of Proposition 37 is a lattice isomor-
phism from dom(X ) to the lattice LX of sub-coalgebras of X .
Proposition 45. The category PfnF satis9es the weak axiom of choice.
5.7. The iteration lemma in PfnF
We reprove A. Heller’s iteration lemma in PfnF using the property that contravariant
representable functors for the coalgebra topology are sheaves. The original statement
of the iteration lemma relied on the notion of a B#-category and its associated formally
free semigroup monad; the proof used the weak axiom of choice. In PfnF , however,
there is enough structure to give a conceptual proof of the iteration lemma without
mentioning either the formally free semigroup or B# categories and without using the
weak axiom of choice.
The following is a translation of the iteration lemma from Heller [9] into PfnF ; we
conHate subobjects with domains.
Lemma 46. Let F be a Set endofunctor that preserves weak pullbacks, and suppose
that SetF has products. Let X be an F-coalgebra, let i :U ,→X be the inclusion of a
sub-coalgebra U into X , and let f :X →X be a morphism in SetF such that f ◦ i= i.
Then there is a unique morphism It(f;U ) :X →X in PfnF with domain
⋃
n f
−n[U ]
such that for each n¿0, It(f;U )|f−n[U ] =fn|f−n[U ]. 6 Moreover, im It(f;U )⊆U
and, for appropriate g and V ,
It(f × g; U × V ) = It(f;U ) It(g; V );
It(f unionsq g; U unionsq V ) = It(f;U ) unionsq It(g; V ):
Proof. Let n¿1 be a positive integer, and consider the following pullback diagram in
SetF :
The family of maps ifn : (fn)−1[U ]→X is compatible; i.e., for positive integers m
and n, (ifm)|(fm)−1[U ]∩ (fn)−1[U ] = (ifn)|(fm)−1[U ]∩ (fn)−1[U ]. To show this, let
m¡n and suppose that x∈ (fm)−1[U ]∩ (fm)−1[U ]. Then
ifn(x) = fnin(x) = fn−m(fmin(x)) = fn−m(fmim(x)) = fmim(x) = ifm(x);
6 We take the restriction of a morphism to a subcoalgebra to be the composition with an appropriate
inclusion.
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since in(x)= im(x) and fmim(x)∈U . Either directly or by Proposition 33, there exists
a morphism
⋃
n (f
n)−1[U ]
g→X in SetF such that g|(fn)−1[U ] =fnin for each n¿1.
To see that the iteration operator commutes with products, we recall that in a P-
category C, dom(		′)= dom(	) dom(	′) (see Rosolini [17]). It follows that for
domains 3; 3′, (		′)∗(3 3′)=	∗3 (	′)∗3′. By deDnition of the iteration operator,
we compute as follows:
It(f × g; U × V )|((f × g)n)∗(U × V ) = (f × g)n|((f × g)n)∗(U × V )
= (fn × gn)|(fn)∗U × (gn)∗V = (fn|(fn)∗U )× (gn|(gn)∗V )
= (It(f;U )|(fn)∗U )× (It(g; V )|(gn)∗V ) = (It(f;U )× It(g; V ))|(fn)∗U
× (gn)∗V
= (It(f;U )× It(g; V ))|((f × g)n)∗(U × V ):
The result follows from Proposition 33. Similarly, the iteration operator commutes with
coproducts.
Our calculations have been in SetF , however, the existence of the morphism It(f;U ) :
X →X in PfnF with the required properties is immediate.
5.8. Recursion categories of coalgebras
Proposition 47. If F is a nontrivial Set endofunctor that weakly preserves pull-
backs, and if SetF has products, then PfnF is separated by the forgetful functor
U :PfnF →Pfn.
Proof. The functor U preserves zero morphisms, coproducts, domains, and the iteration
operator; moreover, the only nonempty connected domains in Pfn are singletons.
The example of categories of coalgebras shows that iteration functors need not
preserve products: the forgetful functor SetF →Set does not preserve products
in general [7].
We may now apply Theorem 26. Taking the Set endofunctor F to be the identity
functor, the category Pfn of sets and partial functions is embedded in the full subcat-
egory of PfnF determined by the coalgebras  :X →FX for which  is the identity;
accordingly, PfnF yields all the examples of recursion categories that come from sets
and partial functions, as in [9].
Suppose that F preserves weak pullbacks, suppose that SetF has products, and
let C=PfnF . For any object X of C, let Y =
⊔
N X be a countable copower, let
Z =
⊔
N Y
n =1unionsqY unionsqY 2 unionsq · · · and let W =Z#. The object W is an isotypical object of
C [9, Proposition 1.1]. By Proposition 47, C is a relatively separated iteration category;
by Theorem 26, its isotypical subcategory C〈W 〉 contains many recursion categories.
If, in addition, the endofunctor F preserves generalized weak pullbacks, then C is a
separated iteration category; in that case Theorem 21 already applies to C, which must
therefore contain many recursion categories.
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